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Club Voted Awards Management 
Creating a Voted Award 

1. Select People/Voted Awards Management 

2. Select season and click on Go 

3. Click on ‘Add new award’ 

 

4. Enter the award name  

 

 

5. Add details into the notes  

6. Select the season it applies to  
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7. Select the Public Report Display Status:  
Principal User Only – Will not get displayed on any public pages  
Unrestricted – Will display on public sites such as the public portal  

8. In ‘Vote entry access’ select the people you want to have access to enter votes 
 
 

9. Select the grades the vote applies to and click ‘Add’ to move it to Selected Grades box 

 
 

10. Select the applicable grade behaviour  

 
11. Choose the correct validation notes:  

 

Number of voters - The number of separate 'Vote Entries' for a given match. For example, if this is set to 1, 
only one voter can enter votes in a match for this award (for one or more players - see below). Any user 
accessing the Enter Votes screen for the same award and match will not be able to enter an extra set of 
votes, but depending on their access, they may be able to edit the existing votes.  

Sum of votes in match - For a single 'Vote Entry', determines the maximum and minimum range for the tally 
of votes across all players.  

Votes given to an individual player - For a single 'Vote Entry', determines the maximum and minimum 
range for the votes given to any one player. Players not receiving votes are left blank.  

Number of players that must be given votes - For a single 'Vote Entry', determines the maximum and 
minimum number of players that receive votes.  

12. Add in optional notes  

13. Click ‘Update’ to confirm 

 


